HasNa News & Events
HasNa has had many reasons to come together this year with
the Washington, DC, community. We thank all of our supporters
who made our 2011 events outstanding successes. Here are the
highlights from this past year:

HasNa Happy Hour at Madam’s Organ
HasNa’s annual Madam’s Organ Happy Hour fundraiser on July
28, 2011 was a huge success thanks to all of our supporters and
friends in attendance. We were delighted to spend the evening
enjoying great food and conversation with everyone, including
four of the Turkish teachers from our summer English Language
Skills program. Our donors play an integral role in allowing HasNa
to continue and expand its efforts. The money raised at the event
allowed us to implement some of HasNa’s crucial programming
in 2011. Our annual Madam’s Organ event takes place each
summer, and we invite you to attend in 2012.

2011 Volunteer Appreciation Fundraiser
HasNa celebrated all of its volunteers from this past year at our
fundraiser on August 5, 2011. Around 40 guests and volunteers
attended the event which acknowledged the tremendous
efforts of our volunteers and raised money for our programs.
Our supporters volunteer their time, their abilities, and their
passion to help HasNa organize the best programming possible
in Turkey and Cyprus. We are incredibly grateful! HasNa
supporter, Martin Ganzglass, generously donated 25 copies
of his new book The Orange Tree during the event. The book
tells the story of two friends from different backgrounds and
the shared humanity that binds them together. This tale, and
Martin’s generosity, inspires us at HasNa to continue building on
our past successes to touch as many lives as we can.
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HasNa Expands to Armenia
After spending thirteen years implementing projects in Turkey
and Cyprus, HasNa aims to apply its unique program model to
address community needs in Armenia. HasNa plans to merge
its experience from successful economic empowerment projects
in Turkey with its background in youth exchanges in Cyprus to
produce programs between Turks and Armenians.
Armenia is a natural next step for HasNa. Despite many similarities
between Turks and Armenians, there is an historical conflict
preventing positive relationships from developing between the two
communities. This conflict presents one of the biggest obstacles to
regional economic and political cooperation and growth. Because
of HasNa’s experience in the region, we are well positioned to
begin work in Armenia. Beginning in 2012, HasNa plans to initiate
programs focused on cross-border cultural exchange, economic
empowerment, and peace-building for Turks and Armenians in the
border region and beyond.

We at HasNa would like to acknowledge our donors VLQFH'HFHPEHU. Your donations make it possible
IRUXs to sustain our critical work of peace-building through economic empowerment. Because of you we are
able to improve the lives of many individuals and communities around the world.
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On November 13, 2011, a large crowd of HasNa supporters
attended our special film screening of the Turkish film Cogunluk
(Majority) at the Avalon Theater in Washington, DC. This was the
first-ever showing of the 2010 international award-winning film
in the area, and the high attendance signaled interest in both
the movie and HasNa programs. HasNa’s president Nevzer
Stacey explained how HasNa’s programs specifically aim to
address tensions within the communities in which HasNa and its
partners work. With the success of the film premiere, HasNa is
planning to hold a screening in 2012 of another exceptional film
that highlights the importance of our programs. Follow HasNa’s
website for more information.
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HasNa has just about done it all. We have trained farmers,
facilitated cross-cultural exchanges with high school students,
and provided English language training to NGO leaders. After
thirteen years working with individuals and organizations across
Cyprus and Turkey, all HasNa projects share a common thread.
They continuously tackle the often interrelated hallmarks of
conflict: cultural division and lack of economic empowerment.
Our approach in short: professional development and crosscultural encounters as a method of peace-building.
Conflict is not simply violence or visible struggles. National
and international conflicts develop from tensions within
communities, lack of opportunity, and dissatisfaction with the
status quo. HasNa’s programs aim to prevent conflict and
build peace by addressing issues of division and disparities
at the grassroots in communities throughout Cyprus and

Turkey. In the coming year, we plan to expand to Armenia.
Our professional training programs and cultural exchanges
provide the resources necessary to empower participants not
only as professionals breaking ground in their local economies,
but also as active citizens who are building a strong civil society
in their local communities.
It has been a busy year for HasNa. Each program pursued was
the result of HasNa identifying specific needs of the various
communities we have worked with in both Turkey and Cyprus.
By collaborating with local partners, HasNa is able to tailor its
programs to community-specific obstacles to social cohesion
and economic empowerment. We hope you enjoy reading the
highlights of this past year and encourage you to pass this
newsletter to a friend so that together we may share HasNa’s
mission with our own communities.

We at HasNa have been extremely saddened by the news of the devastating earthquakes in the eastern Turkey. Our
thoughts are with all of the victims of this tragedy, their families, and their loved ones. We have made many friends
in the region over the past thirteen years, and we know that recovery will not come fast enough for those affected.
We offer our deepest sympathies to those who have suffered.

Program News
English Training and Capacity Building
HasNa inaugurates new training center
and two new English programs
Since 2005, HasNa has provided
professional English language education
throughout southeastern Turkey in order
to build the capacity of emerging local
leaders working across cultural divides.
Building on this extensive experience,
HasNa partnered with the Development
Center (Kalkinma Merkezi) in Diyarbakir,
Turkey, to establish a training center to
serve as a focal point for workshops by
HasNa volunteers and program alumni.
This training center extends skill-building
long after particular trainings end and gives
HasNa trainees a platform to become more
engaged community leaders.
In the spring and summer of 2011, HasNa
inaugurated the training center with two
new English language programs to address
specific language needs. Two former

Ecotourism Training in Kars

American Peace Corps volunteers led the
first program, which provided English skills
to twenty local NGO leaders in Diyarbakir,
in order to overcome the language barriers
to working with international partners.
The second program provided language
teaching skills for English teachers in
Diyarbakir. As part of this program, several
of these teacher-leaders participated in
intensive conversational English courses at
Georgetown University in Washington, DC.

Ecotourism is the most rapidly developing type of tourism
throughout the world. It aims to ensure environmental sustainability
in collaboration with local residents and provides them avenues
for economic empowerment. With the KuzeyDoga Association,
HasNa has been supporting ecotourism training in the Kars region
where there is a huge level of biodiversity alongside Turkey’s
closed border with Armenia.

Since then, the teachers have collaborated
with the Development Center and other
HasNa alumni to initiate English programs
to benefit their communities outside of
the classroom. Two HasNa alumni of the
English teachers program have inaugurated
a volunteer project to teach English to
disadvantaged students. These teachers’
efforts exemplify the very spirit of collaboration
and volunteerism in the community HasNa
has worked so hard to help establish.

Cyprus Friendship Program 2011

Citrus Producers Training Program
Over the past thirteen years, HasNa has
become known in southeastern Turkey
for its programs that focus on water
management and agriculture. It is one of
our most developed program areas and
HasNa has built significant relationships
with local partners and municipalities in the
region. Several HasNa agriculture program
alumni have proposed and executed their
own programs by successfully applying for
HasNa small grants. These grants allow
them to share the skills and resources that
resulted from their participation in HasNa
programming with their communities.

advanced citrus production techniques
and collaboration skills. HasNa then
accompanied participants to Florida where
they were introduced to best practices
in U.S. citrus production in Fort Pierce,
Immokalee, and Kissimmee. Participants
returned to their communities around Mersin
with action plans that detailed their individual
and joint commitments to improve their
local citrus production while contributing to
the improvement of the region. The final
phase of the program — implementation
of alumni action plans — continues and will
be evaluated in early 2012.

Building on its agriculture programs,
HasNa implemented the Citrus Producers
Training program in June 2011. At the
recommendation of an agricultural program
alumnus, HasNa partnered with the
Turkish nonprofit organization METADER
to train participants in collaboration skills
in Washington, DC. The program brought
twelve citrus farmers, marketers, and
municipal leaders from Mersin, Turkey,
to Washington, DC for trainings on

HasNa encourages participants to take
the extra step to benefit their communities.
In this spirit, one Citrus Program alumnus
has developed a booklet on lessons
learned through the program to share
with farmers and villagers in Mersin and
around Turkey. (You can find this booklet
on HasNa’s website.) This effort highlights
the appeal of such collaboration and
ensures that the benefits of the program
will have an impact beyond HasNa alumni.

HasNa seeks to contribute to capacity building and raising
awareness of the villagers, with a particular attention to the
inclusion of women, by introducing ecotourism best practices from

Building peace and understanding through youth exchange
The Cyprus Friendship Program (CFP), now ending its third year,
has been one of HasNa’s biggest success stories. This past
summer, volunteers around the United States hosted thirty pairs
of Cypriot teens, half from the north and half from the south of
the island, who participated in team-building and peace-building
exercises. In order to shift attitudes away from social division, CFP
exposes the younger generation to concepts of working together
to achieve common goals. Simple activities that focus on trust,
communication and service help to establish positive personal and
professional relationships in this divided society.
The groups at each U.S. location took part in activities such as
ropes courses and community service, performing tasks that
required trust in members of the other community. While the teens

various parts of the region and the world. Starting back in summer
2010, HasNa provided communication skills development training.
In 2011, this activity expanded to four other villages in the region
(Buyuk Bogatepe, Buyuk Catma, Kuyucuk, and Alisofu). Thanks to
HasNa’s trainings, local residents are able to apply for some local
funds for their own project ideas. This is a great accomplishment
for us as it shows how our training has established a foundation
upon which residents are able to initiate and carry out their own
self-sustaining projects. This is one of HasNa’s primary goals in
all its programs.

were in the U.S., HasNa encouraged their families in Cyprus
to communicate with one another, further stimulating interaction
across the north-south divide. Following their return home,
HasNa had the teens introduce and integrate their networks
of family and friends while participating in ongoing volunteer
projects. Many participants, families, and friends were present for
the CFP graduation ceremony on Saturday, October 8, 2011 in
Nicosia, Cyprus.
CFP has been so successful that non-profit organizations are
currently in development in both the U.S. and Cyprus specifically
to run the program — including an all-volunteer organization led
by HasNa board member Warren Muir. We are very proud of the
evolution of the Cyprus Friendship Program and celebrate Warren’s
pursuit to create peace by introducing young future leaders of
divided communities to one another.

Citizen Journalism 2011
Providing the tools to enable citizen journalism across borders
In every media market there is a need to promote independent
voices and reporting. Citizen journalism revolves around the idea
that news should be reported, analyzed, and disseminated by the
public using everyday technologies such as laptops, cell phones
for pictures, videos, and text messaging. In a small island-nation
like Cyprus, with a population just under one million people, the
need for media transparency takes on a new level of importance.
This past summer, HasNa spent one week providing citizen
journalism training to fifteen young Greek and Turkish Cypriots on
the coastal town of Kyrenia.
HasNa partnered with two NGOs — the Management Centre in

Join HasNa Online

northern Cyprus and the Cyprus Community Media Centre in
the south — which carefully selected the program participants.
Throughout the week, the group of Cypriots received training
in citizen journalism, media literacy, social networking, digital
storytelling, and conflict resolution.
The week culminated in the creation of an activist group which
participants named Randevu. This group plans to use social
media, blogs, audio recording, outdoor activism, and citizen
journalism to raise awareness and present alternative views
on social issues in Cyprus. For these young activist journalists,
HasNa provided the tools necessary to understand and navigate
the media world and the space to collaborate and work together
toward mutual understanding.

It is the easiest way to stay informed and show your support for our work. Please visit
our website at www.hasna.org where you can sign up to receive our monthly email
bulletin and find links to all of our other exciting online activities. Also, check out our
Facebook page and select the “like” button to show your support.
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HasNa Expands to Armenia
After spending thirteen years implementing projects in Turkey
and Cyprus, HasNa aims to apply its unique program model to
address community needs in Armenia. HasNa plans to merge
its experience from successful economic empowerment projects
in Turkey with its background in youth exchanges in Cyprus to
produce programs between Turks and Armenians.
Armenia is a natural next step for HasNa. Despite many similarities
between Turks and Armenians, there is an historical conflict
preventing positive relationships from developing between the two
communities. This conflict presents one of the biggest obstacles to
regional economic and political cooperation and growth. Because
of HasNa’s experience in the region, we are well positioned to
begin work in Armenia. Beginning in 2012, HasNa plans to initiate
programs focused on cross-border cultural exchange, economic
empowerment, and peace-building for Turks and Armenians in the
border region and beyond.
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